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STETSON COLLEGIATE WEEKLY
Official Student Publication of john^B^tetson University
VOLUME 32

DELAND, FLORIDA, TUESDAY, MARCH 25. 1924.

STETSON ANNUAL
CHORAL SOCIETY
CONDUCTS PRIZE I JOURNEYS SOUTH
CARTOON CONTEST!
NEXT WEEK END
Cartoons for Oshiyihi Are | Stetson Glee
Clubs
to be Secured in
!
Give Programs on
This Way.
Tour.
FOUR

A R E

to

NEEDED TAMPA AND ST. PETE

J. O. EDMUNDS, EDITOR, CALLS METROPOLIS OF SOUTH FLORIUPON THE DRAWING GENIUS
DA AND SUNSHINE CITY GIVOF STETSON FOR AID IN ENEN PROGRAMS BY THE STETLIVENIG THE ANNUAL.
SON GLEE CLUBS.

NUMBER 28.

STETSON HATTERS THETA ALPHA PHI
PLAY WELL WITH PLAY IN ARCADIA
MERCER BAPTISTS AND OTHER CITIES
Sawin and Harrison Pitch "Witching Hour" Carried to
Fine Games for
Arcadia by Prof.
Teams.
Stover.
WHITNELL GAME STAR HAINES

CITY,

ALSO

ERRORS ON PART CHANGE THE HAINES CITY HAS MADE FINAL
SCORE FROM TWO TO ONE INARRANGEMENTS AND EITHER
TO FOUR TO ONE—MERCER
BARTOW OR WAUCHULA WILL
TEAM PLEASED WITH STET.
SETTLE ON DATE TOMORROW.
SON PLAYING.

The Oshiyihi Staff are proving
Twenty-five girls and sixteen men,
themselves real organizers and man- leave Thursday morning for Tampa
The play, "Witching Hour," which
The Mercer Baptists handsd the proved so successful in its presentaagers. This week they have scat- and St. Petersburg to sing as the
Stetson Hatters a 4 to 1 defeat on tion in the auditorium a few weeks
ter^ed posters around the among the Stetson Choral Society before audithe local diamond Friday afternoon ago, is now to be given in at least two
various classrooms calling attention ences in those two cities. Mrs. Main a fast and snappy game fea- of the cities of South Florida.
to a contest being conducted to bring rion Dow Kenefick, as director, will
tured by long hits and errorless inAbout the creation of some necessary accompany the Glee Club members
The night of the play in DeLand,
field work by both teams. The Mer- J. E. Trice, superintondent of the
cartoons for the Oshiyihi.
on this,. the finest trip of the year.
cer outfield was functioning perfectly Baptist Orphanage in Arcadia, was
The' poster is self-explanatory and
The concert in Tampa is staged in
also, and got under many long Hat- present with several friends from,
the Collegiate is pleased to givo the the Casino, Tampa's beautiful new
ter drives.
Contest this publicity.
that city. These people were so well
Theatre, under the auspices of the
The features of the game were the pleased with the play that they startThe Oshihiyi Annual Staff an- Baptist church there, and all arrangepitching of Swain, for the Visitors, ed negotiations for the presentation
nounces a cartoon contest, to be con- ments are being handled by
Dr.
and the fielding of Whitnell, for the of the play in their home town.
ducted with the following rules:
George Hyman' director of Expansion
Hatters.
1st. All contestants must be regIn order that the greatest benefit
(Continued on page 6.)
istered students of the University.
(Continued on page 6.)
might be derived from so long a journey, it was decided among the mem2nd. All work must be in the
bers of the Green Room Players to
liands of the judges on Friday, the
endeavor to make arrangements for
28th of March.
its showing in some other nearby^
3rd. All contestants must regcity. At least two have shown a dieister with Miss Betty Taylor, the Art
sire to be the favored city.
Editor of the Annual.
Mr. Trice, whose interest in the
For the four most original cartoons
MISS MARY BUTTORFF
"Witching Hour,"- is due naturally as
the Oshihiyi Staff will award an Anmuch to the fact that his daughter,
nual as first prize.
Collegiate Being Sent to The Florida Alpha Chapter of the in the Vesper choir. Miss Buttorff
Lillian, who carried one of the three
The judges of the contest will be:
Pi Beta Phi Fraternity takes pleasure was a member of Delta Alpha Delta
Every High School
female parts, and one of Stetson's
Professor Fluhart, head of the Arb
Program
and
Contests
to most
in dedicating their number of the before this fraternity became a chapSenior.
popular young students, as to
Department.
Enliven Work of
ter of Pi Beta Phi. She was one of
the dramatic excelence of the play,
Professor Stover, the Oshihiyi FacStetson Collegiate to Mary Buttorff.
Florida Alpha's most loyal members
Department.
made all the necessary arrangements
To the seniors of the Florida
ulty Adviser.
Miss Buttorff, who has a lovely and was always active in fraternity
schools;
Stetson
Collegiate
tenders
and seljected the date, March 4.
J, O. EDMUNDS, Editorvoice, has studied extensively.
Be- -^"'% yIn the opinion of the writer, one of
you the heartiert greetings.
The cast, consisting of Ollie EdO
fore soming to Stetson she was a
the
most
iniportant
single
things
Well realizing the struggles and graduate in Piano from the Harris- --^C^"^l911 Miss Buttorff graduated
munds, Malcolm Dykes, Ed Stone,
COACH EDWARD WHITNELL
ENJOYED REPUTATION BEtriumphs of your preparatory school burg Conservatory of Music; a pri- in/.\]^no and in 1912 in voice. She around Stetson is the University Sun- Malcolm Stone, Cassle
Pendleton,
re ^ e d in 1913 and did post grad- day School which meets in two de- Howard Gallant, Kerk Gunby and
FORK
STE-rSON
GOT HIM Iife,_and having- passed throug-i^ that vnte pnr>n in piano under
T^^^JJ
piaT^.men+s i p r young ^ e n ^,nd youna
•ttangerotis, yet happy period'
^ r - Crozier of Philadijlpnia, a student in
"(Continued t^j pag)s 6.) '
\
Sinfce leaving Stetson Miss Butt- -wotnen, in the Auditoriui^i in Elizao—^
^
In the fall of 1918, Edwin Whit-| selves, we can sympathize and yet voice and piano at Peabody Conser- orff has studied with the late David beth Hall every Sunday morning at, j ^ , ^ ^ ^ /
^ PARSONS,
nell matriculated into Centre College, share the glorious feeling now filling vatory of Music in aBltimore and had Bisphan and Arthur Edward Stahl- 9:45. Prof, and Mrs. Garwood teach f
s^ETSON GIRL, BEcbMES
at Danville, Kentucy, and very soon your hearts as you near the end of taken her preparatory college work achniidt, the eminent voice teacher these two classes, and interest in the
BRIDE OF NEW ENGLAND
after that was playing half back on that lap in your educational journey. at Sergeant's and Bent's private from London, England.
study has been keen during the enWo would, however, encourage and school in Harrisburg.
This is Miss Buttorff's second sea- tire winter.
the football team. He was one of the
An event of interest to many old
Miss Buttorff came to Stetson in son in her studio at HaI•risb^rg, Pa.
most famous of the nationally known help to continue in your minds that
Sunday, thle 30th of this month, Stetson students and alumnae, is the
longing
for
a
better
opportunity
in
the spring of 1910. While here she She spends one day each week teach""Praying Colonels," from the little
has been designated "Rally Day" by
Kentucky college. When Centare's life which has been for four long studied piano, coice and organ in the ing at Dickinson College, Carlisle, this department. The men's class is recent marriage of Mary S. Parsons,
to Mr. Alfred Carter Strother, of
years
your
goal
and
the
incentive
beConservatory and languages in the Pa., and is also doing concert and
team lined up against the Crimson of
pitted against the young ladies, in Hartford, Conn., on Friday, March
hind
your
exertions.
We
would
upcollege.
She
was
a
fav-orite
soloist
church choir work.
Harvard, Whit was in the gang, and
an attendance contest, the score to 21st at the home of her parents. Dr.
it was this same lad from the iy;tle build and aid you in crystallizing that
appear
each week in the Collegiate and Mrs. H. T. Parsons, of DeLand.
Kentucky College team that followed desire into an ideal which shall be
as
a
League
baseball standing. SunMiss Parsons went to Stetson for
his famous team mate. Red Roberts, in your onward way the driving imday the girls have definitely promised three years and was a faculty assistpulse
towards
the
most
exalted
career
over the goal line of the mighty Harto make the boys ashamed of them- ant for two years. She was instruvard. Whit made the second touch- that could possibly be yours in the
selves by bringing every StJetson girl mental in bringing the Eta chapter of
years
to
come.
down and tho his team was beaten, it
into the class.
the Phi Beta Musical fraternity to
We hold up to you a college reprereflected • nothing on the ability of
The aim of this class is that-every Stetson University. Last year she
their 150-pound right half back. Whit senting the best ideals in the land. We
student not actively connected with was the Phi Beta delegate to the naalso played in the other two games call your attention to the facts which
some Sunday school of the city should tional convention in Chicago. She
that Centre played against the Crim- make this school, of course, our
have a place here. So if you arte in has also been for the past year a stuof Chimes of Normandy, Is^ Rev. Thiot Pastor, Thanks
son, but it was great Bob MeMillan school—Stetson—in the minds
no class you will be visited by some dent in Syracuse University. Her
that cut him off from his.share of every Hatter, the choice of all the
Given Appreiative
the Staff Efforts in
energetic member of the Stetson Sun- many friends will rejoice with her
centers
of
higher
learning
in
the
the glory.
day school and requested to attend. over this news and join with the ColAudience.
Paper.
South.
Whit reported for baseball, and
Consisting of the senior department legiate in wishing the couple all fuStetson, above all else, looks to the
The Tooley Opera Company, showplayed first base from the start and
cf
the local Baptist church under the tui'e happiness.
Dr. Thiot, pastoi- of the First Bapdetriment of neither of the three pha- ing in the auditorium
Saturday
leadership of Donald, Faulkner, sup(Continued on page 6.)
tist
church
of
DeLand,
occupies
a
ses of man's development—physical, night to a small, but highly appreciatO
erintendent, this department is regumental and spiritual. Full well, does ive audience, proved their ability to peculiar and enviable place in the larly held.
hearts
of
Stetson
men
and
women.
Stetson watch this three-fold growth, "put it over" the footlights.
The
Sunday a pi-ogram of orchestra
giving to each student the finest op- play presented, "Chimes of Nor- His work-to better conditions there, music, male quartettes, and mixed
his
efforts
to
enlarge
the
school
are
portunity in each. A Baptist school, mandy," will be long remembered by
effective to a great extent because quartettes, will be rendered for the
primarily, but. below this is that de- those who attended this, the
last
of
his own intimate connection with benefit of the expected visitors and
sire to make Stetson a place for the number of the so-called Music Festicollege
life.
Dr. Thic^t !has been erstwhile prospective members. Two
leading out of all.that is manly and val.
through the mill, and fully realizes or three selections from the classics
womanly in the hearts of all, despite
W. W .D. Tooley, the head of the the hardships, and problems which are included in the program which
denominations, and many having real- troup, and their impresario, is conconfront the average student. An will be one long to be remembered. Dr.
Lincoln Hulley, the
Mercer Baptists Take Sec- ized this, we find among our present sidered, one of the finest of the extremely
symtaphetic nature, coup- Di\ Garwood will read the lesson for
attendance
every
church
and
sect
in
Principal
Speaker of
ond of Series, 8 to
yonunger operatic tenors on the stage
the day and make a short talk to the
the country, working and learning in today. In the role of the fisherman led with energy unsurpassed, .and
Evening.
1.
ability rare, make for a|tetson a
(Continued on, page 5.)
harmony.
of Normandy, he played himself into friend who can and does "produce the
_
0
To
the
Seniors
of
the
State
do
we
March 20, 21 and 22, were homethe hearts of his audience.
Fighting to the last,
although
goods."
extend
our
most
hearfelt
wishes
and
coming days of Chi chapter of Pi
The
ensemble
singing
was
beautisnowed under by eight Mercer runs.
**LILLIES"
STORY
Believing that the CoUegiiibe is
Kappa Phi and the crowning event
Stetson's fighting Hatters started a in token of this sentiment are we ful and every number received an one of the really necessary funcOF RARE BEAUTY
sending
out
copies
of
this,
our
offiof the home coming came Friday
ovation.
rally in the ninth innning, which
tions of College activity, when a
AT
THE
"DREKA"
cial
College
paper,
to
every
one
of
night
when the members and alumnae
The
presentation
of
this
operatic
«toped after one run had been made.
man of Dr. Thiot's influence gives us
of Chi chapter with their young lady
number before DeLand
audiences unsought testimony, confirming that
Hamilton, pitching for Mercer Col- them.
__
o
College
The Dreka theatre Is featuring friends assembled at the
was made possible only through the belief, a great desire to spread abroad
lege, Macon, Ga., held the Hatters to
cooperation of Mr. Heaton, of the this commendation arrises within the this week a wonderful story of real Arms for the fourth annual banquet.
i o u r lone hits, all of which were well GUNBY COMMANDER
couples gathered in the reception
scattered. Two singles and two douDELTA MU CHAPTER Daytona auditorium, who so kindly editorial sanctum. Believing that life in Lillies of the Field. A gripping The
parlor,
where they spent a few min•made
the
necessary
arrangements
folbles was the total of Stetson's batting
"SIGMA NU" FRAT. lowing the performance of the troup Stetson students are as intenested in story starting at the altar and carry- utes getting, acquainted. When the
attack.
t|Ee success of their paper as the ac- ing a married couple through some last couples had arrived the company
Mercer's first three runs came after
D. K. Gunby is now Commander of before one of their largest audiences, tive management, we are publishing strenuous, though natural episodes of moved to the dining room. The
concentrated attack on Smith, Stet- the Stetson Sigma Nu.
At the reg- about 1500 witnessing the play in
real life, is this one. A fashionable guests were seated three couples to
(Continued on page 5.)
son pitcher, which netted four hits. ular annual election of officers held that city.
0
set in a large eastern city form the the table; the program folders served
——
0
The next Mercer run came' after two during the meeting March 19th, Gunback
ground for the picture.
as place cards, and there was much
FRESHMAN BASEBALL
straight hits and Bush's
fielder's by was chosen to succeed Pollard as MUNN SISTERS OF PI
The
cast
includes
Corrine
Griffith
jest
and jollity as each couple sought
STILL PROMISES FOR
choice which was misplayed by third head of the Chapter, the Delta Mu.
PHI HOLD RECORD IN
and TUonway Tearle, than whom no for its appointed place. Talton, chapbase. In the fifth inning Mercer again Ralph Sellars was elected treasurer;
FUTURE BIG THINGS more famous stars were ever shown Iain of Chi chapter, asked Divine
FAMILY MEMBERSHIP
made a score. After this the Hatters L. P. Thomas; chaplain; Warren JackInability to play heads up in the on the screen. In this type of play blessing for the occasion and when
tightened and held Mercer scoreless son, recoi'der; Francis Miller, reportThe Florida Alpha chapter of Pi first inning again lost for the Rats. these two actors are pre-eminent.
all were seated Archon C. T. Henderfor the next three innings. In the er; Jack Jolly, marshall ajid Edward Beta Phi announces the initiation on
The management -of the Dreka son made a short address of welcome.
Seems
like
the
old
first
inning
spells
last frame two well placed hits and Smith, Sentinel.
March 15th of the following: Alsa defeat for the Freshmen in every Theatre have shown their extreme Favors, consisted of different styles
&ora» iumbles brou&ht in thioe more,
This fraternity announces the pledg- Baalack, Mary Briscoe, Mina Cungfame. Williams' Rats' ace failed to faith in the Collegiate and to our and types of head gear, and joyous
making eight in nil for Mercer.
ing of two men, Gladman and Mal- ningham, Dorothy Dietz, Lois Hon,
impress the good sized crowd that readers it is a pleasure to call atten- indeed was the laughter that fent the
In the last inning Landheart's fast colm Dykes.
Marjorie Hughes, Harriet Munn, Lu- filled the Orlando fair grounds Sat- tion to a picture of such merit when rounds as the apparel was tied on.
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 6.)
(Continued on page 6.)
shown by l^is theatre.
(Continued on page 2)

STATMMT

COLLEGE CLASSES
SABATH SCHOOL
HOLD RALLY DAY

SENT GREETINGS
FROM THE STAFF

TOOLEY OPERATIC BAPTIST PASTOR
COMPANY PLEASE COMMENDS CREED
DELAND AUDIENCE OF "COLLEGIATE"

STETSON'S RALLY
FAILED TO COVER
GEORGIA'S LEAD

PIKAPPAFRAT"
ANNUAL BANQUET
A HUGE SUCCESS

TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 1924.
At the beginning of the term's
Stetson Hatters
dence in the men behind the paper, work the Dean outlined for the course
(Continued from page 1.)
highly prized by them, are perhaps a trilogy of study. It consits of the
*
about tied for the red ribbon.
word of God, the works of God, and In the first inning Whitnell ran
*
Prof. Heffner, whose "Rat Trap" the image of God in the heart of men,
*
back to the right field fence, from
is the word
*
concoctions have, been a * source of and the object of the term's study is
*
everyone is
amusement to the readers for months, to interpret the trilogy as a unit, with first base, and robbed Pope of one
*
of the longest drives of the afterusing in de*
PeLand,
:-:
Florida has always been one of the heartiest its three coordinate parts. The phil- noon.
backers of the Collegiate.
osophy of the course gives promise of
*
scribing
the
Pitcher Swain, of the Mercentes,
*
Entered as second class matter at
Naturally, this but starts the list, being exceptionally interesting.
drinks
and
*
the Post office at DeLand, Fla., Nov. for every faculty member has made
Of course a large part of the time not only let the Hatters down with
ices served
6, 1923, under the act of March 3, the Collegiate a bett'cr paper by their is put on the scientific side of astron- four hits, but got three saf« blows
1879.
at our fountain.
cooperation. The student body have omy and that has its share of pitfalls. in four times up himself." Harrison
Acceptance for mailing at special beien in no wise behind them in the We are all hoping to always guess as for Stetson, gave only eight hits, but
If you haven't already visrate of postage provided for in sec- matter. Acceptance of the aid of well as Ollie Edmunds did the other they Came at opportune times and
ited
our fountain we invite
**'*'****************^
tion 1103, act of Oct. 3, 1917; auth- Stetson men and women, implies an day. We had learned that there is that is what caused Stetson's downyou
to
do so at your earliest
acceptance of the obligations
to on apparent solar day, a mean solar fall.
orized Nov. Cth, 1923.
opportunity.
We will not
them. This obligation is that the day, and a sidereal day. Sometime
Neither team scored after the third
disappoint
you
— you will
Collegiate of the future shall sur- later during one of those
hea\'y inning.
DONALD FAULKNER,
come again and often.
pass
in
every
way
the
past
and
presstorms
the
dean
asked
Ollie
what
Box score:
Editor-in-Chief.
AB
ent efforts of the staff. Naturally kind of a day it was then.
Ollie
W. R. GUNBY
Eastman Kodaks
4
this is the goal towards which our looked out of the window and re- Hoopei', ss
Associate Editor
4
Fresh Films
work is being directed.
plied: "A mean solar day, I think, Lindhardt, cf ....
WILLIAM H. COLLIER
4
Henderson, If .-••
But one thing is asked, that the sir."
Business Manager
REEVE & H O W A R D
4
Whitnell, l b
0
members of the Collegiate staff be
A. W. BATES
118 W. Indiana Avenue
Phone 2 4 7
Lambert, 2b
4
given the heartiest support of which
FRESHMAN BASEBALL
General Manager
Tatum, c
- 2
each individual Hatter is capable.
(Continued from page 1.)
GERTRUDE O'KELL
Culp,
3b
3
As
this
is
done,
the
growth
and
inSociety Editor
2
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * i j ^
creased efficiency of the paper will urday. The highly tolerated pitcher Henderson, p
H. K. BRAKMAN
3
be more noticeable. Our aim is to was way off form and had to be yank- Harrison, p
Sports Editor
xM. Tatum
1
make the Collegiate the most popu- ed in the fii'st inning.
Advertising Department
*
In the first inning it looked as xxCoker
1
lar and best known periodical in the
DANA FAULKNER
though Ossinsky's fighting Freshmen
south.
We
are"
striving
to
give
to
Collection Department
Totals
32
1
4
Stetson students the most typograph- were off to a win. Mullen, lead off
*
KERN BUCK
and singled through third. Cox forced X—Batted for Harrison in ninth.
ically
perfect
front
page
in
the
field.
Circulation Department
A readable paper, pleasing in appear- Mullen at second, and came home on XX—Batted for Tatum in ninth.
C. T. PARSONS
H
AB
ance and outstanding in truthfulness hits by Jennings and Williams. Here
GEORGE CLARK
the Orlando pitcher tightened and rer Lawrence, cf
1
.
4
to
conditions
as
they
really
exist
in
GORDON BRISSON
tired the side without further scoring. Poore, cf -.-.
1
4
the
college,
shall
be
the
endeavors
of
FRANCIS MILLER
Orlando scored nine runs until they Reese, ss —.
0
•1
the
future.
*
SUSIE BATES
0
4
We feel that 'every student and ev- were retired by Blakely who relieved Smith, l b -..MARION CLARKE
.
*
0
4
ery faculty member will "fall in" and Williams, after two were down. - ""' Pope,"rf
Faculty Advisor
In
this
inning.
Coach
'
Ossinsky
0
Pinkston, 2b
. 4
lend their best efforts to do these
DR. C. E. FARRISS
changed his lineup, bringing in Sundy Bush, 3b ....
0
. 4
things.
from rightfield and sending Mullen Morgan, c ....
0
4
0
Reporters
7Cf
to short. Buck was then sent to sec- Swain, p -.-3
. 4
DARE TO BE DIFFERENT
*
Alpha Xi Delta
Lura Hudson
ond in place of Meredith. With th\?
*
Pi Beta Phi ..- Charlotte Farrington
*
Totasl
33 4
I wonder how many students of lineup the team seemed to take, hold
Delta Delta Delta
Lillian Trice
*
of
itself
and
no
further
scoring
w^§
The
game
opened
up
with
Mercer
Fast Colors
Pi Kappa Phi
Gale Huntington our high school really read a daily
*
done
until
the
third.
The
Rats
scored
getting one run in their half, and *
Phi-Kappa Delta
Geo. Crombie newspaper. Of course, we all do to
three runs in the fifth, Buck singled Stetson not registering in theirs. In *
*
Kent Club
Elvin Bass a ciertain e.vtvant; that is, we read the
to right, Stone and Buck played the second, Mercer added two more, *
*
Krucible Club
Billy Parsons comic section and the headlines while
*
headsup and both were safe on Stone*s but the Hatters got to work and
Theta Alpha Phi .... Howard Gallant some ambitious ones among us even
infield tap. Blakely advanced the added one in their half, and things *
Alpha Phi Epsilon .... Ollie Edmunds go so far as to robberies and murder
runners with an infield out, Meredith looked better. In the third, the boys *
Pictorial Review Patterns
Sigma Nu Phi
;
Ed Stone cases.
*
was safe on an error on part of tlje from Georgia got next to the Hatters *
*
Y, W. C. A.
Martha McConnell
The parts of a newspaper which third baseman, and Buck
138 North Boulevard. *
scored, for another tally, and there he scorehaudoin Hall
Gertrude Okell we students read have little value. In
DeLand, Florida
J
Meredith stole' second, Mullen doubled ing for the day stopped. Ndither * Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes
Phi Sigma Eta
Ed Clark the first place, we remember them
to left scoring Stone and Meredith. team was able to get a man home *
Phi Beta
Anna Williams only a few moments after we have
That was all the scoring for the after,the third inning, then only some
Alumni
Howard Gallant finished reading. In the second place,
Rats. Orlando scored again in the nice work by Morgan at the plate
Faculty Advisor
Dr. Farriss even if we should happen to xeriiemseventh on the pitching of Baker, who
ber some portion of this reading mat- had gone in iir the sixth in the plSiCe kept the Hatters from crossing the
old pan for three runs in the eighth.
Wonderful weather for ducks and ter it could never be of any use to us
of Blakely.
In the leighth the Hatters rallied, and
such "critjters" fittingly describes whatever.
with a walk and a hit to start off
With
Baker'
heaving
his
fast
t
W
the past dozen days. Chaps'! cuts,
Thjei trouble with us is that we fail
IrSl with and an outfield out following
ahsences from that eight i o'clock to see the. truly important artirfes. and Jennings catching the Or
W e a r e giving special a t t e n t i o n to your n e e d s .
class,-imisplaced Raincoats, tthe pro- P o w muclfi b e t | e r i t wou^d b e i f ) w e bojrs could JB^ nothing. Jer>ni
ing and ^exciting baseball b6i'oi'^;^6y
a ^vOnderFulSf«ew«¥^fW* . wirtW!
Verblal- umbrella, are some of the V o u l d reaa the current ' events hnd
men out at second tring to steal, i were retired. Two men crossed the
minor signs of the times. No doubt the editorfals. In this way we would
It was Baker's day, this bojt had plate in his inning, but Morgan, the
for the time being the blue hazie is keep ii> touch with the doings of this
everything,
his fast ball was break- wonder catcher of Mercer, caught
cast over life in general. But, what great world of ours and would learn a
them as they came.
ing;
his
control
was perfect.
about that sun when it comes forth great mnajj. worthwhile and interestThe Orlando team have undoubtedThe two tallies in the second inning
from behind a bank of rain clouds? ing facts which otherwise we would
ly
the
best
infield
in
the
state
for
a
came
as a result of Hatter misplays,
Does it not re-establish the old or- not . Let us be different,
fellow
der? And say, by the way. Dean students of the Hillsboro High school, high school. With the two Tinker and should not have been if the boys
Sinith asks if you have noticed that from the average and make good i^se boys, sons of the famous Joe Tinker had not miscued. The real score
of the old Cubs, they possess a work- should have been 2 to 1, but it was a
moon lately?
v of our Newspapers. —V. C , '26.
ing machine that no team in the state corking good game as it was and both
0
"We'll help you do your work." Phone 294-W—North Boulevard
(From the Hillsboro Red and Black.) can compete with.
; jr- ' teams played excellent ball.
Nature around Stetson is just as
_ ^0
mm^m^mmmmmmmmgmmmmmBmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Coach Ossinsky was well pleased
Lendhart, playing third for Stetson
loyal as are the students themselves.
PHI KAPPA DELTA NEWS
with the fighting spirit that the handled seven chances for a perfect I
The white walls of the fraternity
Freshmen showed ' throughout the fielding average for the afternoon 1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
houses gave half of the colors of the
Last Thursday noon, Elwin Archi- fray. There also was shown a mark*
school and for weeks these have been bold went touring down the East ed improvement since their first at*
*
visible through the branches of the Coast to his home in West
Palm tempt at playing. The boys, in spite
*
venerable oaks surrounding the cam- Beach. The only reason that he of their defeat, should be compliment*
pus.
made the trip was to say goodbye to ed on their efforts which, tho seem*
: Within the last few days the fin- some of his millionaire friends who ingly not so successful in their score,
ishing touches have been applied from are leaving for their summer homes showed that they have good possibiliNature's paint box, and thoge reveal- at Atlantic Beach and Coney Island. ties.
ing branches are today supports for We all take a kindly interest in Elwin
Next Tuesday the home fans will
the rest of the Stetson Banner—the —"the Pride of Pahokee"— and will have a chance to see these boys in
green of the leaves of Spring.
welcome him back to our midst with action when they play the return
Let us hope that every Hatter may much joy and happiness when he re- game with Smyrna All-Stars here
prove as loyal as the oaks. Show your turns. Crombie and Blakely will be in DeLand. With a bit more praccolors—your loyalty in every deed, especially anxious to see him.
tice, it is expected that they will put
action and thought.
Saturday afternoon, manager Mul- up a better showing than that of last
—
0
lens of the Stetson Rats, had the un- week.
We have heard the little word fortunate experience of being spiked
With Sundy at first, Smith at seccooperation during the past few years in the Orlando game. He will soon be ond, Mullen short, and either Brackuntil it has lost much of its signifi- as good as ever again.
man or Buck at third, Jennings or
*
Monkey Brakmann left Thursday Stone behind the bat, the Rats precance.
Every politician,
every
*
for
his
home
in
Winter
Haven
to
ofr
*
sent the fastest Rat infield in the
'school teacher, and every speaker,
*
superintend the formal South.
with little regard for the occasion or ficially
*
"36 inch to the yard"
the subject finds some way in which opening of the basebal stadium there.
In the outer garden Coach Ossinsky
*
Reeves, Sheppard and pitcher has Cox, Forbes, Wax, Meredith and
*
"100 cents to the dollar."
to connect cooperation with his mis*
Sawin of the Mercer baseball club, Blakely.
sion, or discussion.
spent
the
week-end
with
the
boys
in
Nevertheless, we must neleds pause
—
0
DELAND PLUMBING CO. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
here, and fall a victim to the general the Phi Kapp house during their stay
SIGMA NU " P O P " DANCE
"WE KNOW HOW t o PLUMB"
'^*******************
weakness. However, it is merely to here for two games with the Hatters.
They
v/ill
always
be
welcome
here.
t^ank those to whom credit is due for
Complimentary t o the Mercer baseW. Indiana A v e n u e
Buddy Ra.sco and Chick Mullens ball team the Sigma Nu fraternity
the cooperation which they have seen
*
are
both
limping
around
and
it
looks
fit to afford the Collegiate staff in
gave a "pop" dance Friday. The
DeLand,
Florida
the efforts to give Stetson a better like the house was becoming a sani- Stetson team was also ilnvited. The
paper, and to represent the college tarium for crippled athletes, but they dance being hurriedly gotten up, was
in the journalistic field with a peri- are both improving with age and w'ill enjoyed as usual, more than if it had BE A N E W S P A P E R CORRESPOND E N T — w i t h the Heacock Plan
odical worthy of bearing that name— soon be on the hop again.
been planned -a long time in advance.
and earn a good income while learnSunday
afternoon,
Hon,
Blakely,
":Stetson."
The feature of the party was the mu- ing; we show you how; begin actual'
*
To Dr. Hulley, naturally goes first Stone and Crombie, went yachting in sic by the "Collegians," Stetson's jazz work at once; all spare time; ex*
Hon's
palatial
yacht
on
Lake
Beresorchestra. The party was chaper- perience unnecessary; n o canvassing;
honors, for without his approval and
Newswriters'
Wise guidance in times of trouble the ford, A delightful trip was enjoyed, oned by Mrs. C. B. Rosa, Mrs. JI. send for particulars.
Training Bureau, Buffalo, N. Y.
Collegiate would long ago have heen the boat travelling a full quarter mile Tiane and Mrs. R. P. Walters.
an also-ran among the school papers from the dock. All hands enjoyed
of the South. By encouragement and the return journey, each one joyously * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
.constructive criticism, the president taking a hand at the oars.
^_0
has made the pathways of the staff
ASTRONOMICAL GLIMMERS
a way more easily followed.
Dr. Farriss, our faculty adviSer,
*
Dean Smith's class in Astronomy
has been most faithful tnd sympa.*
thetic to the problems that confront started the term with 13 enrolled.
*
the Collegiate. Dean Smith, whose The class met several times before
*
brave critcism of the material en- all -the members could be induced to
*
*
Gee ! b u t its grood and made with milk too.
tering the paper has done much to be" present all a t the same time, but
*
*
109
West
Indiana
Ave.
MILLER BUILDING,
*
better the Collegiate; Dr. Gordis, who with the acquisition of knowledge our
*
The Drug Store on the Corner
*
106 N. BOULEVARD
has taken the Literary Editorship and superstition is disappearing and a full
DeLand, Fia.
*
department under his guidance, and attendance is recorded occasionally. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * " p * * *
STETSON C O L L E G I X T E WEEKLY Dean Carson, with a brand of confi-

I Exclusive Millinery |
Ladies' Fine
Ready-to-Wear
Spring Hats

Official -Student Publication
JOHN B. STETSON UNIVERSITY
DeLand, Florida
Printed By the
SUN PUBLISHING COMPANY
South Bouievard

Delicious

iThe Woman's Shop!
I

^^Service"

|

THE BOOK STORE

RING DRUG COMPANY

YOUR Church Home
The First Baptist

t

Normandy Voiles

BARRS'
Eyerfast Voils, Fast Colors

* Everfast Suitings

Everfast Linens

Law Students!
Indightment Form Casss
Attorney's Case Docket Forms
Loose Leaf Note Books
Attorney's Filing Systems
Desks and Chairs

THE ALLEN-WHITE CO.
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MENS' WEAR

-SHOES-

"SACHS"

Ready • to - Wear

IF YOU'RE HUNGRY

"ELECTRIK MAID" Bread

I Electrik Maid Bake Shop,
"^•iif

V. M. Fountain Co.
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|
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THE MENS' SHOP
W. W: WATTS, Proprietor

117 North Boulevard, DeLand, Florida
I
II
I

DRESS SHIRTS, DETACHED CCM-LARS
$6.00 Removal sale
$4.98
5.00 Removal Sale
3.98
4.00 Removal Sale
...:.....:..:. ..:.^^ 3.19
3.50 Removal Sale
—— 2.98
3.00 Removal Sale . . -.
2.48
2.50 Removal Sale ...—- 1.98
2.00 Removal Sale
- . 1.48
1.50 Removal Sale
-:-:- 1.19
1.00 Removal Sale
.89
UNION SUIT VALUES—Athletic
Special Removal Dale
53.75 Value
.,
$3.19
3.00 Value
-2.48
2.50 Value
.: :.
1.98
2.00 Value
.---..
:-.-x..;.
1.69
1.50 Value
1^29
1.25 Value . . . . : : .
:
98
1.00 Value :.......
:
.:
.:.. .89
.75 Value
59

$2.00
1.50
1.00
.75
.50
.25

TIES—Silk and Knit
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value

$1.48
98
79
59
39
19

SPECIAL REMOVAL SALE OF HOSIERY
$1.75 Removal Sale
$1.48
1.50 Removal Sale .^
1.29
1.00 Removal Sale
89 l-2c
.75 Removal Sale
,
69
.50 Removal Sale
..........:...
39
.35 Removal Sale
i
29
.25 Removal Sale
.19
.15 Removal Sale
12
$8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.50

MEN'S DRESS TROUSERS
Removal Sale
$6.98
Removal Sale
5.98
Removal Sale
4.98
Removal-Sale
3.98
Removal Sale
3.48
Removal Sale
3.19

FYTRA SPFflAI ^^ ^^^ ^^NT ON
IJAIIVA J I

LiVrmLyoUR EASTER SUIT

HANDKERCHIEFS—Spceial
5c Removal Sale
10c Removal Sale
15c Removal Sale
:....
25c Removal Sale
35c Removal Sale
50c Removal Sale

4c
8c
12c
19c
29c
39c

$12.00
9.00
4.00
3.50
$3.50
3.00
2.50
' 2.00
1.50

STRAW, PANAMA AND LEGHORN
HATS
$5.98
$7.00 Removal Sale .—..
4.98
6.00 Removal Sale —..
4.19
5.00 Removal Sale
3.29
4.00 Removal Sale
2.98
3.50 Removal Sale .—.
2.4S
3.00 Removal Sale -...
2.19
2.50 Removal Sale .-,1
1.69
2.00 Removal Sale
1 1.50 Removal Sale
.1.29
FELT HATS—Specials
$8.00 Removal Sale ...... i.
$5.98
7.00 Removal Sale
4.98
5.00 Removal Sale
. 3.48
4.00 Removal Sale
. 2.98
3.50 Removal Sale
. 2.19
3.00 Removal Sale
1.98
2.50 Removal Sale
- 1.19
$3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.75
1.50

WORK TROUSERS
Removal Sale ........:
Removal Sale ..,
Removal Sale
Removal Sale ."
Removal Sale
Removal Sale

$3.19
- 2.48
. 2.19
. 1.69
. 1.49
. 1.29

$3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00

MEN'S DRESS CAPS
Removal Sale
Removal Sale
Removal Sale
Removal Sale
Removal Sale
Removal Sale

$2.98
. 2.48
. 1.98
. 1.48
- 1.19
. .89

$2.50
2.25
2.00
1.75
1.50

Removal
Removal
Removal
Removal
Removal

PAJAMAS
$6.00 Removal
5.00 Removal
4.00 Removal
3.50 Removal
3.00 Removal
2.50 Removal
2.00 Removal
1.75 Removal
1.50 Removal
1.25 Removal

OVERALLS
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

2.19
1.98
1.89
1.49
1.29

AND NIGHT SHIRTS
Sale
$4.98
Sale
3.98
Sale
3.19
Sale
2.98
Sale
2.48
Sale
1.98
Sale
1.69
Sale
..„
1.39
Sale
1.29
Sale
.99

SUSPENDERS
One Special Lot
43c
BELTS—
39c, 49c, 89c and 98c

RIDING TROUSERS
Removal Sale
Removal Sale
Removal Sale
Removal Sale

$8.98
.6.98
. 3.48
. 3.19

BOYS' DRESS TROUSERS
$2.98
Removal Sale
Removal Sale
. 2.48
Removal Sale
. 1.98
...:
Removal Sale
. 1.48
Removal Sale
. 1.29

WHITE FLANNEL AND SERGE
TROUSERS
$10.00 Removal Sale
$8.48
8.00 Removal Sale
6.98
, 5.00 Removal Sale
4.69
GOLF TROUSERS—Special
$5.00 Removal Sale
$3.98
3.50 Removal Sale
:.. 2.98
MEN'S KID DRESS GLOVES
$1.50 Removal Sale
$1.29
2.50 Removal Sale
1.98
3,00 Removal Sale ......i„.......„.-.,...... 2.4S

COLLAR ATTACHED SHIRTS
For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear
$6.00 Removal Sale
$4.98
3.98
5.00 Removal Sale
3.39
4.50 Removal Sale
3.19
4.00 Removal Sale
2.98
3.50 Removal Sale
2.48
3.00 Removal Sale
1.98
2.50 Removal Sale
1.78
2.00 Removal Sale
1.29
1.50 Removal Sale
.89
1.00 Removal Sale
WORK SHIRTS
$2.50 Sale
..2.00 Removal Sale
1.50 Removal Sale
1.25 Removal Sale
1.00 Removal Sale
One Special Lot

$2.29
1.79
. . . . . 1.29
99
89
69

YOUTHS' AND BOYS' SHIRTS AND
WAIST
$2.00 Removal Sale
$1.69
. 1.49
1.75 Removal Sale
. 1.19
1.50 Removal Sale ..".
. .89
1.00 Removal Sale
ONE BIG SPECIAL
One Lot Discontinued Collars
Soft and Stiff, Special Removal

10'

FIFTEEN DAYS, Beginning
l^7i^^:?4^1rfis^!^7*^1^v*at^f7s^«fflWK^

SDAY, MAR. 27th

TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 1924.
A long muddy raincoat,
A coUar-tumed-up raincoat
A raincoat to wear till the summer
comes again.
—J, O. Ki^:i{.

Zook Ovd

KORNSWOGGLE'S KAMPUS
KOGITATIONS—
My darter^s went to collech
An' she must be doin' well.
Why, this here letter yestiddy
Jest makes my old heart swell.

/ Gave One -

I guess she's writin' verses
That must be what i t h6;
For ain't it "rithm" that they use
In mos' all poetry?
r u read to you jes' what she sez.
Sho talks about the rain
And other sorts o' weather
An' sech things in the main.

A

T i H E COLLEIG^JE AJNTlNrUAL
SALT FOR LAW
STUDENTS
THE UNITED S M E S PEPPER AND
An attorney certainly works like
a horse, for -he draws many a conveyance.

But here she sez (jes' lissen close)
"I'm doin' splendidly
That's what my income tax would
be."—Judge.
With Loga-rithms which I use
In Trigonometry.
—A. TEEN.
They are telling a story of a prominent Denver lawyer, who, like
other men of his profession, is fond WHAT A GREAT HELP A
of joke and who does not hesitate oc- ROOM-MATE MAY B E —
casionally to play a trick on his small
Gee, but my
son. The other day the telephone in
Roommate is a
the lawyer's office rang, and, chancWonderful guy-—
ing to answer it personally, he reHe shuts my
cognized the little boy's voice inWindows mornings,
quiring, "Who is this?"
He presses my pants.
Supplies me with
"Well, this is the smartest man in
Denver," whimsically answered the
Cash.
father.
O— he's a .
"Oh, 'sense me," was the prompt
Wonderful guy.
reply," "I've got the wrong numBut — sssh!
ber."
Just between us
-0Two
.1
Room alone ! ! !
1-2 WIT.

K jp 'Jt-yt-'Jl-'Jl-'J^'^"Jl-"Jl-rl

I

GREEN'S

I DeLand
I Transfer
*

|;

J. M. STITH
Phone 56
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Tires

Tubes Accessories
Vulcanizing

F. G. ATKINSON
136 N. Blvd.

Meets All Trains

i DAY or NIGHT

i

FINE FURNITURE

Phone 11

Phone 61

NOVELTIES
BEADS
STAMPED GOQDS

JESSIE'S WORK BOX
EMBROIDERY.FLOSS

W. Indiana Avenue

I On the Boulevard I

NAHM AND NAHM

Next to Volusia
Pharmacy

DODGE BROTHERS

*

MOTORCARS
l>«»0«i»««i»0«^M>«»««»»«B«^

BarnhiU's Transfer

COLF!!

The United States Geological Survey in the Department of the Interior,
He was rather the worse for liquor
offers a career to three types of en- when he faced the magistrate, and
"THE KING OF SPORTS"
gineers that constitute the technical it didn't require a rich brogue to
SERVICEIf you want instrucstaff of the organization—^the topo- indicate his ancestry. The remnants
—
ORDAY
NIGHTtions see or
graphic engineer, the hydraulic en- of a fighting Sunday jag left him
gineer, and the geologist, who may very loquacious.
PHONE 420
^Iso be properly termed an engineer.
SPARE TIME FOR STUDENTS
"What is your name?" asked the
The engineer's work is many-sid- magistrate.
ed, but most of his tasks lead him out
"Michael O'Halloran," was the reGreatest opportunity, "LIFE OF
of doors and often far aJ^eld. The ply.
WOODROW WILSON" by Jpevpkus
College A^ms-Golf Frofessional
engineer in the public service spends
DanJoU, Secretary Nav-y, A^cociate
"What is your occupation?"
of former president. Big hook, han«l>
his life among men who do the worlds'
"Phwat's t h a t ? "
•omely illustrated, low' price. Bust
work; in no sense is he a shut-in, ei"What is your occupation? What
terms %9 representatives. Credit giv«
ther physically or mentally; all his
en. Send for free outfit \ait pnne.
work do -you d o ? "
powers have wide fields for expanMake money fast. Autkorikipi "^ is
"O'm a sailor."
TIRES
TUBES
guarantee of .authenticity. ' UNIVfiRsion.
THE RAT TRAP
The magistrate looked ini^^eduSAL
HOUSE,
College
Dept.,
1010
The work of the topographic engi- lous.
VULCANIZING
Arch Street, Philadelphia,' Pa. —adv.
M99i Effective
neer embraces the mapping of the
"I don't believe you ever saw a
"I isuppose, Henry," said the old
Headquarters for
sinfface of the country, and owing to ship," he said.
DON'T READ THIS—
(tBtleman to lils new son-in-law, "that
the fact that nearly all the topograph"Didn't Oi, thin," said the prison-^ FIRST LEAP YEAR ROMANCE— yon are aware the check for fifty thouic surveying of the United States is er. "An' phw^t do yiz t'ink Oi cum 'Twas a long time ago, I remember •tnd dollars I put among ^our wed- STEWART & STEWART
6<me by the Geological Survey itself over in, 'a hack?"
flinf presents was merely for effect."
well;
,
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
•i
'.'Ob, ,y.es, sir," responded the <A«erthe* engineers engaged in this work are
sA
poor
little
maid^en
in
a
ppoivhouse
Aft-er that it went. hard -with'Mifnl Henry, "and the effect was fiixcelWest
Indiana
Avenue
trained in the technique of their chael.
did dwell.
|«nt. The bank cashed it tlds mornljif
work chiefly in the Survey, .although
Phone 225
•;Swe ^dwelt with her parents; her life without a wo^."—VaJi.lfey.v^«lr.
DeLand, Florida
tb^y should possess as a basic prepawas
serene,
•While -waiting her turn a t the
ji^aiion a sound engineeriijig education.
il»v*r«inf t h t ^pil»r.
Palace, Tessie, of Eddie and Tessie, Her age it was red and her hair was
trhe work of the hydraulic engi- novelty song and dance artists, picked
33h» i?op«lar njRlcttoi vWtitei^rm
sixteen.
jfltdy to -tf*• t^P ypy J»fWv moiel, p « i
miiers in the Geological Survey em- up .an evening paper. Tessie's eye
"
' . ,
•
"--.•• •
braces every phase of the study of t h e fell on an item,-which, under a glar- 'This":maid h|»d a lover who nearby ] C * y . t % p .
surface waters of the United States ing headline, told of «vC<?urt decision
did dwell,
including stream flow in its relation awarding damages of 5$20,000 to .a A cross-legged villian, and bow-eyed mlaa.dlc^tlftf JQM l u t cStiayticr f n ^
Mr. jThrlilf, >r«i J«tt OTMy tp kft«v
to drainage, power, irrigation, flood chorus girl for a single kiss. Boras-well,
^j •
^iir it tujpji o«t?
prevention, and the muriicipiil nse of rowing a pencil, she began figuring Said he, "Let us i l y by i*e l i ^ t ' o f
The buoyancyTof Spring-is reflected'in t h e new colored cotton
w^^ter. The work leads up to but stops furiouslyi ;
A ••ff*(^* Atfvant«f«.
.
yon star
,
,
goode. In their 8b«er transparencies and soft textures
^
at construction. J^asic educition and
For
yo
Qi-iiiy::iE»ppI*,-^mr
they inspire many a charming mode.
"^What now?" her father remarkibraining in construction are, however, ed. When he finished the newspaper
"Ab, midaifl, It I* th* -iKply pr«f«»»
desirable.
story he said, '*And_ how much does
fttQtt i s which a sentUiiifn eftiijaddrcni
}The work of the geologist is di- it come t o ? "
"Oh; no!" said the maiden, " 0 , thou a beautiful > lady wlthonit tit* f^rmitlltj
rected in the main to the determinamust be wise,
©f '«» Introductlgn."
"Exactly $64,475," answered Testion of the mineral wealth of the sie.
Or father will scratch out your nails
United States. It includes also a
Why Ha HafiUtfiL
with his eyes!"
"That isn't what I'd make, you
"If you're not fealing wall, why
study of the iiistory of our part of
And
when
he
did
hear
it,
the
villian
poor dear. What do you think I am?
flon't you %o to your i doctar ? Oan't *
the plant as revealed by the rocks,
did swear.
you trust him?"
each layer of which may be
comAnd dragged her around by the head
"Ob, yes, I can trust him; tfa« tran.
pared with a page in human history. on the string. Many of t h e toui'naof her hair.
ble Is ha li not altofsthsr willlBf t*
The time and manner in which the'' ment lassies, are still talking about Just then the poor father appeared, trust me."
records were inscribed on these rock • the "Sheik."
it appears,
pages, the fossils and the minerals
Bass has been playing a sterling And gazed a t the sad scene with eyes
that make up their text and illustra-' game of baseball for the Freshman
in his tears.
tions, ^ d the ways in which the re- nine, and has been holding down the He knelt down beside her, her fair
cord may be made useful to man are hottest of hot ones. He has had
lips he kissed,
objects of the geologist's study.
many offers fr«m such widely re- And rushed with his nose at the arch
The practical requisites for techni- nowned clubs as Chipley Blues, the
villian's fist.
cal employment in the Geological Orange City Tigers, and the Pahokie
Survey are college courses in engi-; Sandspurs, but has turned them all He drew his horse pistol he'd raised
neering or geology, preferably sup- down in favor of his alma mater.
•from a Colt,
plemented by postgraduate s'tudies.'
Billy Sundy, Stetson's pride, has Drew a bead on the villian and said
m
Unjployment in the Survey then be- been a constant rover of the links
to him, "Bolt!"
comes for the first two or three years since the holidays. Sunday is fast So said he, " I will stay if I die, it is
a ;further and ,more practical post-' acquiring the skill of the old Scotch
true."
graiduate carirse, after which the pastime and threatens Dunn for the' He decided to fly and he flew up the
member of the Survey may be as-1 Ball's-Lost title that he now holds.
flue.
signed t o individual or co-ordinated Sundy is only. a. lad of some 20 sum--OieKANIC.
*
Meal Tickets, 21 meals
$8l50
research work.
•
j mers and can now do the eighteen
I
$10.00 Meal Ticket
.-8.00
irAU positions described are filled holes in 200 with ease. Before he is AND NO CHECK YET—
through civil-service examinations,' 30, he ought to g o a r o u n d any links I've stood it just about enough.
1
^ftgle Meals
;50
which are held on an average about in ten strokes less. Especially with
I fear a thief I'd be.
once a year. Requests for informa- that pretty sweater that he wears My Roomy hasn't leven snuf:^!
tion as to examinations should be ad- golfing only.
A Fatima? I'm sure a t a e a !
dressed to the United States Civil
Nothing has been heard of as to the
^PENNILESS.
Service Commission, Washington, D. winner of that photo gathering conI
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
C.
test that was held in DeLand Hall.
Today was tomorrow yesterday,
OMany self thought sheiks have con- but today is today tbday, just as yesDeLand, Florida
f
-North Boulevard
"ON THE HIP"
tributed" wonderful poses of their terday was today yesterday and is
striking beauty to these contestants. yesterday today, and tomorrow will
Charles Leonard like unto the Gus There ought to be some law made pro- be today tomorrow, which makes toDunn, seems to have forgotten the tecting young manhood from such day yesterday and tomorrow all at
wife in Tallahassee.
Night after evils as these contests. Young inno- once!
ih
night he can be seen in and about the cent lads gave their pictures in all
—EDUCATOR.
ih
city with the formidable running cen- good faith and strut about t h e camih
ter of the Eulalians. Authorities have pus thinking they were the one and WINTER'S GONE, YET EVEN
^
been questioned as to his interest in only.
«^
THOUGH SPRING BEGAN
ih
basketball in the past and they have
There is one that is still faithful on THURSDAY—
ih
all answered in the negative. But this campus. Just as sure as the What is so rare as a day in March
for the past several weeks he has ta- moon rises and the sun sets Kirk Gun- When snow, or rain, or sleet, or hail,
ken a deep interest in this game.
by of Valentino fame, rides the rails Comes not to vex this sylvan vale? ih
"Ropes" Stone and " F a t " Crombie to Tallahassee. This boy is of the
ih
ih
are in love or something. Both have ideal young American type and not Each day I pray 'twill be no more:
taken a keen interest in their studies like those that forget their
loved That through the morrow's dawning ih
ih
and have been seen going to church of ones in other vicinities. I t is said
haze
ih
late. Love is a wonderful thing and that Kirk is figuring strongly on tak- With filt'ring come the sun's few ih
ih
works wonderful results in many pla- ing a course in Domestic Science and
rays.
i'"
ces. They have shown much improve- Physical Culture to prepare himself
ih
ment in all instances in the past 10 for the future.
O'er high tree-tops to cheer tha world. ^ e
^&
days. Much talk has been going on of
The great combination of "Gladys" And yet I fear it cannot be.
late between these two shieks of ^send- Rines and Eddie Stone sheiked the For this is DeLand—don't you see?
ing for Elinor Flyn's "Philosophy of tournament girls to a fare thee well.
—IZEE KRAZY. <[ HPHIS cut represents as near as photography can do so, the dming room
Love."
These two lads gave much encour\l -*- where you find nature's best, and man's finest in the line of eating.
They say that "Shiek" Smart was agement fn the way of winsome U ^ E E D A TAILOR ^
I
This beautiful, inviting room is the NEW DINING ROOM at DeLEON SPRINGS.
"caught" the other Sunday afternoon smiles to the participants of the I wantta raincoat,
when motoringi by-Chaudoin. In this many games. Lads pf this calibre is A shivery ye^ow raincotat,
day of much feminine brains, it what advertises this school and fills A raincoat to wear in the cold and
doesn't pay to have jnore than one up Chaudoin Hall.
the rain.

Phone 3!

D . E . MINER

t
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McClaren Tires
DE LAND TIRE SHOP

J S!in*iiig.;GQttmi J ' a ] ^
I
©lis Early Showing

In

• Vdtes plain and ^ancy, Tissue Ginghams,
Silk and Cotton Crepes, Washable
Summer Silks

FOARD'S

I Metropolitan Restaurant

I

CARNASION & GOUT, Props.

I Good Service
——^Fine Cooking
I
Reasonable Prices
f

Sfewrt Orders Served Promptly—Best Place to Eat

f

GOME GUT AND INVESTIGATE
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Stetson Students!
COLLEGE ARMS
GOLF COURSE
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Saturday afternoon, Mm^\ I M h J |
£ i .«4t DeLeon Sprinirs, the new mem-1
^ bers of Phi Beta frattrnlty entevtein-1
^ ; ed the old girls with a bridge lun-1
^ eheon. It was a S t Patrick's Dajr \
^ I psrty and the following girl* enjdy'^ ^
J ed th« afternoon:
Ruby Glenn
i^ I Bennett, Elizabeth Brownlee^ Mrs, i
^ Phillip Buck. P e i ^ s Burns, Dorothy
^ j Douglas, Ciolet Eversole. Fmnee^ j
! | j Janney, Marian Kenefick, Alene Link,
Merceda Lloyd, Eleanor M©ek&, Dorothy Mosiman. Mary Parsons, Katherine Peters, Thelma Rosholt, Emma
Stallings, Lillian Trice, Hfltn Vogel.
Anna Williams.

OPENS FOR SPRING SEASON

W E ARE
in position to supply you with thf
vtry ktest in

Gunby Commander

April 1st to June 15th
special Season Rate of $12.50
Equipment and Practice Balls at very low prices

i.'f

Immersion
Heaters 11
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Anything Elgctrical

G,W.F.sli6rDrBgCo.

( b

ii

ean bt found at

•'Your Druggist"

i'?
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Hardware Co.

D. E. MINER, Manager, at Phone 4 2 0
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WrW Electric Co
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Gates Electric Company liM

o

W. Indiana

Appliances, Fixtnres and Supplies—Try Our Repair Departmept

COLLEGE CLASSES
year and they appri^iat«e every high
(Continued from page 1.)
sentiment being expressed upon your
"(Continued from page 1.)
pages. Incidentally, the^ good impression your paper may make upon assembled classes on the subject of i
his j their mibds will greatly help those the lesson.
with the pastor*s permission,
As each member of the class is now %
of us who are trying to build the in
comment.
stitution into gPekter proportions. In ^^0^*^"^ for a top notch batting avJitr» Editor:
Sonm time ago a young man went j like manner, the Bentimeats expressed ' erage in personal,, work, it is fitting j
„ . ^-.^
^ , that each newcomer shoald remem- , , ^
t© sleep in an evening service of the j in the coUege
paper can set the BapFeeling t h a t i t may do thell tists, a M d t h ^ .Christians against »»«' "^^ influenced Mm to come out £
«*use some good and perhaps helpf Stetson Umveisa^^.
^
i ^^^^ **^^ 8^^« '^^^
"^^^^
* ^
wtfeer young men, I expect t o tell,l The weal or woe "of Sifietson is to an longs, asjMs' hatting' a^ejnage is puhy
ib>.>ut ihis Sunday night. Among | extent flependent^ upon what
the Ushed each week with the standii^
idy»er things, I feel impeUed to tell people of the state get from the col-j ^^^jJ^-^^^^'^'^'^^^'The teachers a r e doiiig tlieir- ui-11^
Ilie name ©f the young man and ex-J lege paper.
most,
flie officers are 'eutlMissstsc" 0
sbes t o you audi
• •' i«» *i© wu*
P W i l l i all
and the memibets wWitg asid r e a d j i ^
l i t e t*i^st- &i
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THIOT.

i^mta. aaw lasuaily„ wr^copnad iiotsdt
,
Aeeeplt aajr duiiiceir<& atii^e^iiiailiioim oiff
Bath EvtraoM* UnwSac.
itli^ Sftmi. tKotirk ywm aut% doibnc wm tlitfe
fie
wftw irdHcii mislj
mn -wMsMsm.
CM^S^fte. Hne BoqpltBste «i£ tios maamivm
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For golf instructions call
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Come in and C0n=
vince yourself that
we hav© tEe mott
complete line in Di=
Land

(Continued from page 1.)
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Toilet
Articles
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Harry Tuttle and Louis P. Thom=
as returned to DeLand i'rom a Sunday
visit to Miami, with Tuttle's people.
Pinkerton spent tho week-end in
Cocoa,
Over the \¥eek-(,<nd th© Frat hou«e
was made the headquartors of some
of the Mercer boy» who were hero I
I
with the baseball team.

CURLING
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WRIGHT STUDIOS
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Stetson's Rally

ANNOUNCEMENT I
When you build that new home or refurnish the old,
come in and let us give you the benefit of our years
of experience in
•

J
*
4

HOME FURNISHINGS
*

J. F. ALLEN FURNITURE COMPANY, INC.
"The Home of Dependable Goods" (Since 1882)

*
*

Furneral Directors and Embalmers.
Motor Ambulance Service

ority, a freshman in the Arts department of the University.
It is said that the Munn sisters
hold the record of the .largest number
Short talks, humorous and not so,
of any one family belonging to Pi
were scattered along at intervals.
Phi.
The speakers were very ably introThe chapter was delighted recently
duced by Archon C. T. Henderson,
to
have as it guest, the province prestoastmaster.
dent, Mrs. Mary Ragner Brinkley of
The rst to display his ability was
Richmond, Va. The fraternity enBrother Roger Ford, who made his
tertained Mrs. Brinkley with an oldremarks mainly to the young ladies.
fashioned Pi Phi Cookie Shine in the
He seemed in a very happy mood,
fraternity- room. After leaving Deand we don't blame him at all—at all.
Land she journeyed down the East
• Brother Chandler Stith, an alumni
Coast for a short visit. Several of
of Chi chapter, but at present of
the girls are hoping to see Mrs.
Davidson College, gave a short, snapBrinkley &gain at the fraternity conpy and entertaining talk.
ference to be held in Washington
Brother George Everson, chapter next month.
inspector for the state of Florida,
One of the pleasant social activiwho is an alumnus of Chi chapter
ties starting out the new term was
and at present muicipal judge of Pa
a bridge and Mah Jongg party given
latka, Florida, gave his views on
by Mrs. Howard Stetson Hon at her
"What the Future of Chi Chapter
home on Stone street. Among those
Should Consist Of." It was enjoyed
who enjoyed Mrs. Hon's hospitality
by all.
were: Mrs. Carl Farriss, Misses Mary
Neophyte, "Pelican" Bossett, was
Bi'iscoe, Louis Hon, Asa Baalack,
introduced to the crowd, and very
Doiothy Dietz, Mary Holmes Thiot,
ably stated how he felt, to the enjoy
Dorothy Mossiman, Lillian Eversole
ment of everyone. Brother Kerfoot
Martha McConnell, Katherine PeBryant was also given a chance to exters, Virginia Prather, Charlotte
pound his logic.
Farrington, India Hout, Marjorie
Last, but not least, of the speakers Hughes and Lucile Newby.
of the evening, was Dr. Lincoln Hul-eharlo1}te Farrington spent last
ley, president of John B. Stetson
week-end at the home of her parents
University, who gave an interesting
in Fort Lauderdale.
short talk. '
Marjorie Hughes left last week for
Toy balloons were passed around
Atlanta where she will stay with her
after the second course, adding some
brother who is a student at Georgia
UrtghtJ colors to the^occasioiii Just beTech. W^e regi'et to have Marjorie
fore ^ e last course noise malcres,
leave, and hope she will be back with
consisting of drums, horns, whistles
us next year.
and hammers, appeared on the tables,
Dorothy Dietz went down to St.
and for several minutes it was a very
Petersburg for a visit of a few days
noisy company, with laughter and
with her parents.
racket fighting each other to be
The friends of Ruby Glenn Bennett
heard.
are glad to hear that she has recovWhen the last course had been
ered from a spell of illness that conserved and enjoyed and the last talk
fined her to her room several days of
given, Chaplain Franklin Talton dislast week.
missed the gathering and every one
Ruth Jennings, Mary Markey and
claimed to have spent a most pleasant
Dorothy Dietz motored to Daytona
evening.
Beach last Wednesday to hear Galli0
Curci.
MUNN SISTERS
O
—
(Continued from page 1.)

Choral Socieiy

cile Newby, Katherine Peters and
Mary Lou Talton.
Harriett Munn has the distinction
of being the youngest of five sisters
who are all wearing the Pi Phi arrow.
Harriet was initiated with the same
diamond pin which three of her sisters have worn at their initiation.
These sisters, holding such enviable
records, are the daughters of Mr. and
Mrs. H. K. Munn, of 321 North Clara
avenue, DeLand, whose summer home
is in Portage, Ohio. The five members of both Pi Phi and the Munn
sisterhood, are Mrs. Marie Munn
Starn, Portage,a Ohio; Mrs. Loot
Munn Redowell, of Turloch, California; Mrs. Lucille Munn Moore, of
Toledo, Ohio; Miss Miriam Munn, a
Stetson Senior and member of the
Orchestra, and Miss Harriet, the latest Munn addition to the Pi Phi sor-

(Continued from page 1.)
department of the Tampa First Baptist church.
The program in St. Pete will be
given'in the First Baptist church, of
which Rev. E. T, Poulson is now the
pastor.
Prof. B. F. Ezelle, of the Stetson
Department of Education, and a prominent Baptist of the state,
has
made arrangements for this trip.
The members of the Girls' Glee
Club making the trip include: 1st Soprano, Persis Burns, Ruby Glenn Bennett, Louise Kenefick,
Elizbeth
Brownlee, Kletha Kruther, Merceda
Lloyd, Vriginia DeCoursey and Hilda Easterbeck; 2nd sopranos: Dorothy Underbill, Eleanor Forbes, Marion Kenefick, Elsie Blalack, Esther
Alsheimer, Florence Van Fleet and
Lydia Williams; 1st altos, Francis
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INSURANCE

Wright-Lane Agency
Oldest Agency
Largest Companies
Best Service

§

Office: Fisher Building, DeLand

Theta Alpha Phi
(Continued from page 1.)
Bill Gunby, Isabelle Tate, Lillian
Trice, and Norma Lence, will leave
Stetson Thursday morning. They will
be accompanied by Prof. Stover and
Marie Anderson, Theta Alpha Phi
president.
A nine-piece orchestra, chosen from
the ranks of Stetson's big orchestra,
will also travel with the "Witching
Hour" to Arcadia. Donald Faulkn'er will have charge of this group
of musicians. With him are going
Toney Bates, at the piano; Gale Huntington, celjo; Elizabeth Brown, viola; Alene Lynck, second violin; Miriam Munn, first violfn; Dana Faulkner, clarinet; W. H. Collier, cornet;
Geo. Achroyd, trombone.

**
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"Pi Kappa Phi"

two-hagger, aided by two sacrifices
by Henderson ^nd Lam.bert, brought
hoine stetson's one run- Sinith pitched the finest kind of ball for Stetson,
but lack of support in the crucia^ moments and one minute's weakening,
was more than enough to turn the
tide away from the Hatters.
Pinkston of Mercer, led the battir.g for the day, making three hits
out of Mercer's ten. Hamilton and
Morgan, for Mercer, each made two
hits. Lendheart led the Stetson attack with a two-bagger and a single.
Hooper, Stetson's second baseman, also made a double.. The other Stetson
hit was made by Ed Henderson.

Day Phone 62
Night Phone 228

109 North Boulevard, DeLand, Florida

(Continued from page 1.)

(Continued from page 1.)

Summary of the game is as follows:
Hits off Smith—10.
Hits off
Hamilton, 4.
Two base hits—Stetson, Lendheart
and Hooper. Mercer, none.
Stolen bases—Stetson, 1; Mercex-,
5.
Walked—by Smith, 2; by Hamilton, vl.
Hit by pitched ball—from Smith,
none; from Hamilton, 2.
Struck out —by Smith, 3 ; by Hamilton, 6.
Batteries—St?etson, Smith and M.
Tatum. Mercer, Hamilton and Morgan.
0
Sacrifice First.
You cannot wlu without sacrifice.—
Charlps Buxton.
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Janney, Debie Smith, Ivy Layton,
Thelma
Rosholt, Murdell Dykes'
Francis Chapman; 2nd altos: Dorothy Mosiman, Dorothy Dietz, Elizabeth Kenefick and Elizabeth Douglass.
The members of the Men's r Glee
club include: 1st tenors:
Roger
Ford, Louis Riette, Professor Heffner, and Dana Faulkner; 2nd tenors,
Ed Douglass, George Warren, Bob
Walters, Charles Coastar,
Revilo
Stabbish; 1st bass: Charles Henderson, Harry ijuttle, Geojrge Clark,
Steve Marvin and Lloyd Layton; 2nd
basses: Ed Clark, Ed Henderson,
Howard Gould, Ed Whitnell,
Carl
Stenwail.
*
0
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Coach Edward Whitnell

John B. Stetson University

*
*
*

LINCOLN HULLEY, PH. D., LITT. D., PRESIDENT
DeLand, Florida
THE COLLEGE GRADUATE DEPARTMENT OP ARTS AND SCIENCE—Courses leading to tha
degrees of Master of Arts and Sciences.
•
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR MEN—Sixteen Carnegie units required for admission.
Twenty-one departments in all.
THE COLLEGE'OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR WOMEN—A woman'dean, separate dormitories for women,
and a separate gymnasium.
THE COLLEGE OP LAW—Course leading to the LL. B, degree. Graduates admitted to practice i s
Florida without examination.
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING—Courses in CivU, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical engineering leadng to degrees.
THE COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS—Especially for Flordia teachers, strong normal courses and special
teachers' courses.
THE COLLEGE OP B U S I N E S S - B e s i d e s Banking, Book-keeping, Accounting, Shorthand, Typewriting,
courses n History, Law, Economics and Finance.
THE ACADEMY—Sixteen units for graduation. Prepares for Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Chicago, and
all high grade colleges.
THE SCHOOL OF MECHANIC ARTS—For boys and young men desiring manual training, mechanical drawing, etc.
THE SCHOOL *0F MUSIC—Separate teachers for piano, pipe organ, violin, voice, harmony, and
- chorus work.
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS—Free hand and life drawing. Painting in oil, water color, pastel, etc.
SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO
1. THE PRELIMINARY COURSES IN AGRICULTURE—Botany, Biology, Organic and Inorganic.
Chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis. Agricultural Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, etc.
2. THE PRE-MEDICAL COURSE—Physiology, Biology, Anatomy, Bacteriology, Histology, Zoology,
Bvtany, General Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Qualitative and Quantitative Chemistry,.
S. THE COURSE FOR RELIGIOUS WORKERS—In Bibical Literature, History, English, Psychology, Pedagogy, Ethics, Logic and Theism.
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(Continued from page 1.)
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has played there ever since. At the
end of his first season he was elected
Captain for the next year and at the
end of that year he yas re-elected
captain. He was twico captain of
Centre's baseball team, and one of the
two men. ever to hold that honor at
the school. The other man was Bo
McMillan, twice captain of Centre's
football team.
Basketball was the other sport that
Whitnell indulged in, and he did it
right, as he made two letters in it.
He was an all-round athlete an-f Oentre misses him.
' ^'••
Coach Whitnell prepped atJBrailr
ham «& Hughes School in Tienme^ee,
and was famous as a prep school athlete.
'.'
In the fall of 1923 Kid Whifaell
decided to make law his life work,
and came to Florida and registered
at Stetson. Since he has been here,
he has risen in heights, till we would
not be able to get along without him,
were he to leave.
He played half back on the football
team, and called signals from that
position. Wben Coach Allen left to
join the Indianapjolis team, it was
only natural that Whit should succeed him—^t'hus it is the Coach Whitnell of Stetson.
0
Trust Will Breed Trust.
Trust men, and they will be true to
you; trust them srently, and they will
show themselves irreat.—Emer.sfon.
O—
—
Another Use for Corncob.
A paste derived from the coi-ucob
may be us^d as-a binder In the manufacture of fiber and wall board.
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DREKA'S
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DeLand, Florida,
Since 1878

NEW AND SNAPPY

VOILE *«D LINEN DRESSES
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For the Young Miss
who wants to look chic
ALSO-
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Over Blouses, Sport Skirts
and Knickers
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G. A. DREKA & CO.
*****-***^^
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STUDENTS
Are INVITED to PLACE THEIR ACCOUNTS HERE

¥' Paid on Savings Accounts
Our Facilities Are at Your Service—Resources $2,500,

Volusia County Bank & Trust Co.
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